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QUESTION 1

Assume you have saved a product in the Catalog. Will your last changes be taken into account for rule-based related
products? 

A. Only if you go to the "Catalog/Rule-based Product Relations" page, and hit "Reindex All" button. 

B. Only if you clear the cache. 

C. Yes: It will be done automatically by an observer on the catalog_product_save_after event. 

D. Yes: Rule-based related products are calculated on-the-fly. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the purpose of Catalog Target rules? 

A. To extend Catalog Price Rules to be used for related products. 

B. To provide a mechanism for rendering a list of additional products on the product page. 

C. To provide a mechanism for rendering a list of custom product options. 

D. To provide a mechanism for easier selection options for configurable products. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following options would cause a poll/poll collection to load all entities that have been posted during April,
2011? 

A. $collection->addAttributeToFilter(\\'date_posted\\', array(\\'from\\' => \\'2011-04-01\\', \\'to\\' => \\'2011-04-30\\') );\ 

B. $collection->addFieldToFilter(\\'date_posted\\', array(\\'from\\' => \\'2011-04-01\\', \\'to\\' => \\'2011-04-30\\') ); 

C. $collection->addPostDateFilter(\\'2011-04-01\\', \\'2011-04-30\\'); 

D. $collection->addFieldToSelect((\\'date_posted\\', arrayCfrom\\' => \\'2011-04-01\\', \\'to\\' => \\'2011-04-30\\') ); 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4
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When $ this ->load Layout (\\' foo_bar_baz\\') is called in a standard front action, what is the effect on the layout update
object instance? 

A. foo_bar_baz will be the only handle added 

B. loadLayout () does not take any arguments, so there is no effect 

C. Only two handles will be added: foo_bar_baz and default 

D. Foo_bar_baz will be added instead of the default handle 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Assume that PayPal has presented a new API for online purchasing that you are going to use. 

Which class should you extend for doing that? 

A. Mage_Sales_Model_Quote_Payment 

B. Mage_Payment_Model_lnfo 

C. Mage_Payment_Model_Method_Abstract 

D. Mage_Sales_Model_Order_Payment 

Correct Answer: C 
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